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If ever this country might have accepted  
assisted suicide, it would’ve been this session 
when proponents were riding the wave of  
positive media attention, which prompted  
half the states in the union to consider laws 

that would permit 
the practice. Now,  
however, support 
is wavering as the 
public and our 
legislators focus 
on the details. 
Many folks with a 
Libertarian bent 
are discovering 
that proponents 
clamoring for more 
choice at the end 
of life have not 

There are answers 
to the legitimate 

concern of 
suffering patients 
dying miserably 
in our health care 

systems. 

Suicide is just not 
one of them.

resolved the reality that these laws give  
more choice to a few and less the rest of us. 

Some in the progressive camp are discovering 
that legalizing assisted suicide puts many 
marginalized groups at much greater risk, 
given the abuses that have come out of 
Oregon and Washington, not to mention the 
alarming impact on suicide rates.  

A big win came for our side this month 
when on May 11, the California Senate 
Appropriations Committee sent SB 128, the  
bill legalizing doctor assisted suicide, to the  
suspense file. The suspense file essentially puts 
the bill in limbo because proponents do not 
have enough votes for passage. 

This decision came in no small part due to the 
diligent work of the CA Coalition in preparing 
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PATIENTS’ RIGHTS 
ACTION FUND

www.patientsrightsaction.org

You are the Patients Rights Action Fund. The combined gifts, large 
and small, of generous donors like YOU protect the rights of patients 
and the marginalized from the threat of legalized assisted suicide. 

The organization is here to channel that support strategically, to leverage 
it with our political allies in opposition efforts, and to continue 

informing the public through media outlets about the grave dangers 
of assisted suicide as a legal medical ‘treatment’ option.  

To continue winning, 
we need your help!

Please Donate Today!

testimony for the hearings and in having  
district level personal meetings with legislators. 
For what was supposed to be a cakewalk in a 
deep blue state where the pro-assisted suicide  
lobby has spent millions, California has joined 
other dyed-in-the-wool Democratic states  
like Connecticut and Maryland who have 
rejected such laws this year, and states like 
Massachusetts and New Jersey where the bills 
are stalled for lack of support or interest. 

In fact, the most recent poll on the issue from 
Marist Institute for Public Opinion shows that 
the majority of Americans do not support these 
insidious laws.
 
This very personal issue is not and cannot be 
the platform of a political party or the pet 
project of a religious institution. It is too much 
of a universal human concern for that kind 

of pigeonhole. Our side is not winning due to 
the support of special interest. We are winning 
because we are pro-person and pro-patient.  
There are answers to the legitimate concern of 
suffering patients dying miserably in our health 
care systems. 

Suicide is just not one of them.  

The Patients Rights Action Fund  
protects the rights of patients, 

people with disabilities, and others 
inadvertently targeted by pro-doctor 

assisted suicide legislation. 

our MISSION
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State Update

Doctor assisted 
suicide legalized

Oregon
Washington

Vermont

Bill proposed, now dead
Colorado

Connecticut
Maryland
Missouri

Montana
Nevada

Rhode Island
Wyoming

Remaining vigilant and 
engaged to this national 

threat

Proposed bill is facing  
bi-partisan resistance

Alaska 
California

District of Columbia
Maine

Massachusetts
New Jersey
New York

Pennsylvania
Utah

Wisconsin

Bill proposed, no progress this 
session but held until next

Iowa
Oklahoma
Tennessee


